Weight (kg)

Min Sheet Width (mm)

Min Sheet Length (mm)

Max Sheet Width (mm)

Max Sheet Length (mm)

Min Sheet Weight (g/sm)

Max Sheet Weight (g/sm)

Max Pile Height

Max Numbering Positions Down Sheet

Max Numbering Heads

765

865

1270

200

125

125

430

910

40

700

25

110/230 6,000

40

4

24"
600mm
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1270

250
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910
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700

25

110/230 6,000

40

4

Max Speed A5 (s/hr)

Height (mm)

18"
450mm

Power Supply (volts)

Width (mm)

Auto4

Length (mm)

MODEL

Machine Size

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Rollem Auto4

The Ultimate Finishing Machines

The Common, Ecclesfield, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, UK, S35 9WN

The most accurate way to number, perf, crease

tel +44 (0)114 246 8981 fax +44 (0)114 246 5487 sales@rollem.co.uk www.rollem.co.uk

and slit.

Ease of Use
Amazingly simple!
With its innovative
technological design
and easy-to-read
controls, the Auto4
means entry level
personnel can
perform all Rollem

Auto4 designed

Auto4 operations.

the Rollem way for

Effortlessly.

Numbering, multi
numbering & platten
crease - Rollem Auto4

reliability, to stand
meets the challenge

the test of time.

with ease.

Speed
Who you buy from is as important as what you

control . . . and on time, for your greater satisfaction

buy, and at Rollem we’ve found the easiest decision

and repeat business.

you can make is sometimes the most profitable.

Don’t be taken in by other manufacturers who

The Rollem Auto4

As with all Rollem
designs, dependability,
ease of operation and

The Rollem Auto4 gives you more flexibility to help
you become more profitable and productive than
ever before. Number up to 6,000 sheets per hour.
Score, perf and slit up to 15,000 sheets per hour.

offer these functions as mere attachments. The

durability are key
You can platten crease or perf at speeds up to

Rollem Auto4 is a dedicated numbering and multi-

features of the Auto4.

With just one machine, you can offer your clients
numbering, scoring, perforating and slitting machine

6,000 per hour. Rotary micro-perforate at speeds

designed the Rollem way for reliability, to stand the

up to 15,000 per hour.

test of time. With tough engineering, solid

All this, plus the added advantage of the quickest

construction, unwavering accuracy, unbeatable high

changeover to minimise the down time and keep

High Return On Investment

speed and minimal low maintenance (plus a great

stock moving.

Put profit where it belongs - in your pocket.

resale value) the Auto4 has Rollem manufacturing

The Rollem Auto4 can also take up to SRA2

With a Rollem Auto4 there’s no out-sourcing so

quality written all over it and what’s more

sheet sizes.

there’s no late or imperfect work to jeopardise

it’s an ideal partner for the high street or an

your delivery commitments - you’re in complete

accompaniment to a digital printer.

complete accuracy with simultaneous numbering,
perforating, creasing and slitting in just one pass,
the machine to do all this is the Rollem Auto4.

Expedience & unmatched accuracy
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